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Abstract
Importance of the field—The treatment of Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) with the use of radiotherapy
and systemic chemotherapy has been one of the success stories of modern oncology. HL therapy has
been the paradigm for the systematic evaluation of different curative modalities resulting in cure for
the majority of patients. The current focus is on designing initial therapeutic strategies which retain
efficacy and minimize long-term toxicity. Appropriate use of pathologic, clinical, biologic and
radiologic prognostic factors in identification of aggressive HL is paramount in designing a
successful therapeutic strategy.

Areas covered in this review—This review addresses the current and future use of prognostic
tools, including PET scanning and other biomarkers, in identifying patients with aggressive HL with
reference to publications from the last two decades. The current standard approaches with the use of
combined modality therapy and systemic chemotherapy as well as the promising role of future
response-adapted strategies is reviewed.

What the reader will gain—The reader will obtain a comprehensive review of risk assessment
strategies as well as current and investigational therapeutic approaches in the management of HL.

Take home message—In HL, appropriate utilization of risk assessment strategies is required to
maximize therapeutic outcomes while minimizing toxicity, especially long-term toxicity. Response-
adapted therapy utilizing PET has the potential to profoundly improve the therapeutic landscape in
HL.
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1. Introduction
In 2009, an estimated 8,510 new cases of Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) and 1,290 deaths from
HL were expected in the United States.1 HL is a highly curable disease and the reported trends
in 5-year relative survival for the time periods of 1975-77, 1984-86, and 1996-2004 were
continuously improved at 74%, 79%, and 86%, respectively. 1

Cure rates greater than 90% for early HL and more than 70% for those with advanced HL are
expected. Identifying high-risk patients who will relapse after initial therapy is of paramount
importance in the development of intensified and/or improved therapeutic approaches for this
unfavorable-risk group of patients. The risk-adapted approaches in current clinical utilize
pathologic, biologic and clinical prognostic factors to identify these patients and design
appropriately tailored treatment strategies. The major emphasis of ongoing randomized trials
in HL is development and validation of response-adapted strategies utilizing functional
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imaging with Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Response assessment-based algorithms
hopefully will lead to improved overall outcomes with escalation/de-escalation of therapy.

2. Staging
The stage for an individual HL patient is the most important determinant of prognosis and
appropriate therapy. The four-stage Ann Arbor system, first introduced in 1971, is generally
used for classifying the anatomic extent of HL.2 In 1990, the Cotswold modification was
proposed and introduced modifications such as designations for bulky disease and anatomic
substages for stage III disease.3 Accurate staging is thus crucial and should incorporate
pathologic, clinical, and radiologic data including presence or absence of systemic (B)
symptoms (e.g. fevers, night sweats, and weight loss), bulky disease or extranodal involvement
(Table 1).

An initial radiologic examination consisting of computerized tomography (CT) scans of the
neck, chest, abdomen, pelvis and PET is often obtained. PET imaging is utilized to improve
initial staging assessment compared to CT scanning and is able to detect additional sites of
disease compared to conventional staging. This results in modification of disease stage (usually
upstaging) in 15-20% and has an impact on management in 5-15% of patients.4 Although most
studies usually do not provide universal pathological verification of the additional PET findings
not revealed by conventional staging methods, it is assumed that the additional PET findings
truly represent lymphoma. Additionally, PET is widely utilized to assess response to therapy
while on treatment and to evaluate residual tumor tissue upon completion of therapy.

3. Treatment Groups
Prognostic factors in HL are important in determining likely outcomes of patients and allow
for selection of appropriate initial therapy. The most important determinants of prognosis in
routine use are the clinical stage and presence of systemic symptoms. Additional well
established prognostic factors in assigning risk-based treatment groups include bulky disease
(> 10 cm in diameter), presence of multiple sites of disease, elevated ESR, extranodal disease,
and advanced age.

Using these factors in combination with clinical staging, three treatment groups have been
established by the leading clinical trials group (Table 2). These groups include:

1. Early favorable (Stages I- II, no B symptoms)

2. Early unfavorable (Stages I-II with at least one risk factor), and

3. Advanced ( Stages III- IV or any stage with bulky disease or intra-abdominal disease)

Radiotherapy alone has been used traditionally for early stage favorable disease. Current
treatment guidelines favor the routine use of combined modality radiotherapy for early
favorable disease or using limited duration chemotherapy alone in this setting. The treatment
of early stage unfavorable disease is reliant on systemic chemotherapy regimens as in advanced
disease with subsequent involved field radiotherapy. Advanced disease is treated primarily
with multi-agent chemotherapy regimens with a role for consolidative radiotherapy in cases
of partial responses or bulky disease.

The different assignments for sub-classifications result in challenging interpretations and
comparisons of trial results involving these sub-groups but it is generally accepted that clinical
stages III-IV and early stage patients with bulk disease or systemic symptoms constitute the
category of unfavorable-risk patients. For this category, prognostic models have been
developed incorporating laboratory and clinical parameters in an effort to predict which
patients are likely to respond poorly to initial anthracycline-based chemotherapy.
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4. Prognostic Factors
With the high rates of long term survival seen in HL as well as the significant long-term
morbidity due to treatment-related toxicity, the urgent need is for prognostic models which can
identify patients with extremely poor prognosis whom can be prospectively identified. A
variety of clinical, biological, and laboratory factors have been evaluated for their prognostic
utility. A number of clinical prognostic scoring systems have been proposed but the
International Prognostic Score (IPS) proposed by Vasenclever and Diehl is the most widely
accepted model in clinical usage.5

4.1. International Prognostic Score (IPS)
The International Prognostic Factors Project on Advanced Hodgkin’s Disease published their
analysis of prognostic factors for 5,141 patients with advanced HL in a landmark publication
in 1998.

Using freedom from disease progression as the end-point, a total of seven clinical factors were
employed to construct the prognostic score. Complete data from 1,618 patients were
incorporated in the model and an additional 2,643 patients were used for validation. The IPS
was defined as the number of prognostic factors available at diagnosis. All these risk factors
were associated with similar relative risks ranging from 1.26.to 1.49 upon multivariate analysis.
These independent identified risk factors were:

1. serum albumin < 4 g/dl,

2. hemoglobin < 10.5 g/dl,

3. male sex,

4. age ≥ 45 years,

5. WBC ≥ 15,000/ mm3,

6. lymphocytopenia (total lymphocytes ≤ 600/mm3 or lymphocytes < 8% of total WBC),

7. stage 4 disease.

The IPS predicted the rate of freedom from progression of disease at 5 years of follow-up as:
no factor – 84%; 1 factor- 77%; 2 factors- 67%; 3 factors- 60%; 4 factors- 51%; and 5 or more
factors- 42%. (Table 3) The percentages of patients falling in these categories were 7%, 22%,
29%, 23%, and 12% respectively. Though this prognostic model was developed to identify
sub-groups of advanced disease at very high-risk of recurrence with initial anthracycline-based
therapy, even the highest-risk category (IPS > 4) still enjoyed 5-year failure free survival (FFS)
of 42% and overall survival (OS) of 59%. Also, the approximately 80% of patients with 0-3
risk factors retain a 5-year FFS of 71% and OS of greater than 80%. Thus there was no distinct
sub-group of patients at very high-risk of recurrence which could be identified on the basis of
clinical characteristics.

The German Hodgkin Lymphoma Study Group (GHSG) undertook an evaluation of the
applicability of the IPS for earlier stage patients in 1424 adult patients with clinical stages I-
IIIA treated on successive trials.6 The IPS could be determined in 961 (70%) patients and
identified 40% of the early unfavorable patients who had a 8% lower FFS at 6-years follow-
up. Only a low serum albumin (in the IPS) was a factor with significant individual contribution
while extranodal involvement was an additional factor associated with worse prognosis. It was
concluded that the IPS has a modest predictive value for early stage unfavorable HL patients.

The applicability of the IPS in predicting the outcome of patients with relapsed or refractory
HL patients has also been evaluated. In a retrospective analysis of 379 patients who underwent
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autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT), the event-free survival (EFS) and OS were correlated
with the IPS.7 The estimated 10-year event-free survival rates for patients with IPS 0-1, 2-3,
or ≥ 4 risk factors were 38%, 23%, and 7%, respectively. Likewise, the IPS was predictive of
10-year OS with corresponding survival rates of 48%, 30%, and 15%, respectively for these
risk groups.

4.2. Prognostic Role of PET
PET has become widely used in the management of HL and is applicable in the areas of staging,
restaging, therapy monitoring and surveillance. PET is able to detect an additional number of
presumed HL sites compared with conventional staging methods. As a result, there is a
modification of disease stage (usually upstaging) in about 15-20% of patients with an impact
on management in about 5-15%.4 Accuracy of PET for assessment of patients with known
relapse is similar to pretreatment staging.4

Post-therapy response assessment with PET is well established in HL and has been incorporated
into the consensus criteria of the International Harmonization Project in Lymphoma to
determine remission status of HL.8 In a recent meta-analysis, the pooled sensitivity and
specificity of PET after completion of therapy were 84% and 90% respectively.9 The value of
PET in this setting is its ability to distinguish between viable tumor and necrosis or fibrosis in
residual masses often present after treatment in patients without any other clinical or
biochemical evidence of disease.

The prognostic utility of interim response assessment during therapy of advanced HL was
evaluated in a recent meta-analysis.10 For patients with low to intermediate risk advanced HL,
PET had a sensitivity of 81% and specificity of 97% and seemed to be a reliable prognostic
test to identify poor responders. The positive predictive value (PPV) of PET in HL is much
lower at only 65% though still higher than that of CT.4 Approximately 30-40% of patients with
PET-positive residual masses do not progress or relapse and thus biopsy confirmation of
positive PET findings prior to administering salvage treatment is required. In contrast, in a
report of PET evaluation in 311 HL patients treated with BEACOPP on the GHSG HD15 trial,
the negative predictive value (NPV) at 1-year follow-up was assessed at 94%.11 In another
report, interim-PET assessment was more effective than the IPS in predicting outcome in 260
patients with advanced HL who were treated with ABVD.12 A risk-adapted approach in 108
advanced HL patients with standard or high risk groups (IPS 0-2 or > 3) using interim PET
revealed that adjustment of BEACOPP chemotherapy (escalated vs. standard dose) was
feasible and resulted in a reduction of the cumulative chemotherapy dose with no impairment
of EFS or OS.13

In the setting of salvage therapy and ASCT, the utility of interim-PET was evaluated in a pooled
analysis of 7 studies.14 In this analysis, the presence of a positive pre-ASCT PET scan
correlated with an increased risk of progression (hazard ratio 3.23) and decreased OS (hazard
ratio 4.53). Two large series of functional imaging (PET and gallium scans) have revealed
markedly improved progression free and overall survival in patients with a negative pre-
transplant functional imaging study.15,16

5. Biologic factors
5.1 Tumor infiltration by macrophages

An adverse prognosis has been associated with the presence of macrophage-histiocytes in
lymph node biopsy specimens of patients with HL.17,18 Steidl et al analyzed 130 frozen samples
from patients with classic HL during diagnostic lymph node biopsy using gene expression
profiling. This identified a gene signature of tumor associated macrophages which was
associated with primary treatment failure.19 Further, using immunohistochemical analysis in
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an independent cohort of 166 patients, an increased number of CD68+ macrophages was
correlated with reduced progression free survival (PFS), increased relapse after ASCT, and
shortened HL-specific survival. Interestingly, in patients with limited-stage HL, the absence
of CD-68+ macrophages was correlated with 10-year disease-specific survival of 100% with
current standard therapies.

5.2 Apoptosis Markers
Biologic markers associated with apoptosis have been studied in HL for assessment of
prognostic importance. Altered expression of bcl-2 and bcl-2 family of proteins such as bcl-
Xl, BAX in Reed-Sternberg cells may prevent apoptosis and explain resistance to treatment
induced apoptosis.20,21 Several reports have indicated that expression of bcl-2 is associated
with an unfavorable outcome.22,23 Similarly, p53 expression detected by
immunohistochemistry has been associated with unfavorable prognosis in some reports.21,24

High expression of bcl-Xl and a high apoptotic index as measured by terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase–mediated deoxyuridine triphosphate-biotin nick-end labeling (TUNEL) has been
independently associated with a worse outcome.21

6. Cytokine Markers
6.1 Soluble CD30

Elevated levels of the soluble form of CD30 antigen (sCD30) can be detected in the serum of
patients with HL.25 Elevated sCD30 has been associated with a poor outcome with poor FFS
and OS and may improve the prognostic value of the IPS.26,27 In a large study of 321 patients,
sCD30 levels were independently predictive of a 5-year FFS rate of less than 50%.28

6.2 Serum Interleukin-10 (IL-10)
IL-10 is a pleiotropic cytokine which protects hematopoeitic cells from apoptosis induced by
glucocorticoids and doxorubicin. Hodgkin and Reed Sternberg (HRS) cells express functional
IL-10 receptors and elevated IL-10 levels may inhibit apoptosis of HRS cells. Elevated serum
IL-10 levels have been found in up to 50% of HL patients and have been associated with inferior
FFS and OS in patients treated with ABVD or BEACOPP chemotherapy.29-32 Elevated serum
IL-10 levels confer a poor survival and may add to the prognostic value of the IPS in prediction
of outcomes in HL.26

6.3 CCL17/thymus and activation related chemokine (TARC)
CCL17/TARC is a chemokine secreted by RS cells and its chemotactic properties may explain
the infiltration of reactive T lymphocytes in HL.33 Elevated CCl7/TARC levels have been seen
in the majority of patients with HL.34 Persistent elevation of TARC after completion of
treatment has been associated with poorer survival and could be important for treatment
monitoring.35,36

7 Combined Modality Therapy In Early HL
For decades, radiotherapy had been the mainstay in the treatment of early stage HL. With an
emphasis on improving outcomes, the use of limited radiotherapy and limited chemotherapy
has been extensively evaluated in early stage HL. The rationale for this combined approach
has been the recognition that radiotherapy will miss occult HL outside radiotherapy ports while
systemic chemotherapy is less likely to provide cures in cases of bulky disease.

The effect of more extensive radiotherapy and chemotherapy on long-term outcome was
studied in a meta-analysis of 3,888 patients in 23 rando mized clinical trials.37 More extensive
radiotherapy reduced the 10-year treatment failure rate by more than one third (31% vs. 43%
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failures), but there was no apparent improvement in OS (77% in both). The addition of
chemotherapy to radiotherapy halved the 10-year risk of failure (16% v 33%), with a non-
significant improvement in OS. There was a non-significant reduction of deaths due to HL by
combined modality therapy which was counterbalanced by a non-significant increase of deaths
from other causes including secondary malignancies. More extensive radiotherapy fields or
the use of combined modality therapy had a large effect on disease control, but only a small
effect on OS. These early studies of combined modality therapy used the MOPP regimen while
more recent studies have utilized the ABVD regimen in concert with its established role in
advanced HL.

The Milan group has published the mature results of their prospective trial of ABVD × 4 cycles
with either subtotal nodal irradiation (STNI) or involved field radiotherapy (IFRT).38 The 12-
year FFP and OS rates were not different. The toxicity profile was favorable for the combined
modality arm with no cytokine support requirements, hospitalizations or secondary
malignancies and absence of severe cardiopulmonary toxicity.

The GHSG HD7 trial evaluated the use of ABVD × 2 cycles followed by extended-field
radiotherapy (EFRT) vs. EFRT alone in 650 patients with stage I-IIB favorable HL.39 At a
median follow-up of 87 months, though the CR rate and OS were similar, the 7-year freedom
from treatment failure (FFTF) rates were significantly superior in the combined modality arm
(88% vs.67%) due to a higher relapse rate in the EFRT arm. The GHSG HD8 trial evaluated
EFRT vs. involved-field radiotherapy (IFRT) in 1064 evaluable patients with early stage
unfavorable HL.40 After receiving COPP-ABVD × 4 cycles, patients received either EFRT or
IFRT (total dose 30 Gy plus 10 Gy to bulky sites in both arms). At 5-year follow-up, the
complete response rate, freedom from treatment failure rate and overall survival were not
different between the two arms. In contrast, EFRT was associated with more acute hematologic
and gastrointestinal toxicities.

The EORTC-GELA H8 trial evaluated reductions in chemotherapy duration and radiotherapy
fields in 1538 patients with stage I-II favorable (H8-F) and unfavorable (H8-U) HL.41 In the
H8-F part, patients were randomized to MOPP-ABV × 3 cycles vs. STNI. With a median
follow-up of 92 months, patients in the combined modality arm had improved 5-year EFS (98%
vs. 74%) and improved 10-year OS (97% vs. 92%). In the H8-U trial, patients were randomized
to MOPP-ABV × 6 cycles plus IFRT, MOPP-ABV × 4 cycles plus IFRT, or MOPP-ABV × 4
cycles plus STNI. With a median follow-up of 92 months there were no differences in EFS
between the three arms. The investigators concluded that chemotherapy plus IFRT was the
standard of care for early-stage HL.

More recently, the GHSG HD10 trial in early-stage favorable HL compared 2 and 4 cycles of
ABVD as well as 20Gy or 30Gy IFRT.42 With a median follow-up of 79–91 months, the final
results reveal no significant difference between the chemotherapy arms in terms of OS, FFTP,
and PFS. There were also no significant differences in terms of the same survival parameters
between the radiotherapy arms or when all four arms were compared. Based on these results,
ABVD × 2 plus 20 Gy IFRT has been proposed as the new standard in early stage favorable
HL. The HD13 trial investigated omission of bleomycin, or dacarbazine from HD10 regimen
and interim results have shown that efficacy is reduced with the omission of dacarbazine from
the regimen; results for the arm with bleomycin omitted are awaited. 43

In the GHSG HD11 trial in early-stage unfavorable HL, 1395 patients were randomized to 4
cycles ABVD vs. baseline BEACOPP and also IFRT 20 Gy vs. 30 Gy.44 Toxicities were
increased in the intensive therapy arms though CR rates were similar in all arms at the end of
therapy. OS was similar in all arms though FFTP was inferior in the ABVD/20 Gy arm
suggesting that ABVD × 4/ RT 30 Gy remains the standard.
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Mature results of the evaluations of an abbreviated version of the Stanford V regimen (8 weeks)
plus 30Gy IFRT in stage I-IIA non-bulky HL have been presented recently.45 At a median
follow-up of 9 years, OS did not differ among patients with favorable or unfavorable risk
though freedom from progression was better in the favorable risk group (100% vs.89%).
Although cytokine support was required in nearly one-half the patients, neutropenic infection
rates were very low. This approach had low non-hematologic toxicity and no secondary
leukemias or pulmonary toxicity was noted.

A slightly different approach involving comparison of radiotherapy/ combined modality
therapy vs. ABVD chemotherapy alone in stage I-IIA, non-bulky HL has been evaluated by
the National Cancer Institute Canada-Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.46 Among 399
patients, 5-year PFS was superior in the radiotherapy containing arm (93% vs.87%) though
OS was not different. The superior PFS for the radiotherapy containing arm was due to more
relapses in the unfavorable subset of patients treated with ABVD alone but was offset by
mortality from other causes and acute treatment related toxicities resulting in no differences
in overall survival.

In the setting of combined-modality therapy, the use of conformal techniques during RT
treatment planning reduces the irradiated volume to include only the macroscopic lymphoma.
Accuracy is improved by using PET co-registered with the planning CT scans. 47 Pre-RT PET
for treatment planning may lead to significant modifications of RT treatment strategy including
clinical target volume and total dose.48

8 Systemic Chemotherapy In Advanced HL
Advanced HL historically has been treated with systemic chemotherapy approaches followed
by radiotherapy to bulky disease sites. The development of successive generations of effective
multi-agent regimens through prospective randomized trials has culminated in the current
generation of extremely effective regimens. Though the successes with continued
investigations have been heartening the realization of long-term severe and fatal toxicities have
resulted in the current ongoing evaluation of response-adapted strategies in this setting.

DeVita et al first reported results of combination chemotherapy with the MOPP regimen
(nitrogen mustard, vincristine, procarbazine, prednisone) in 1970. In stage III-IV HL patients,
MOPP achieved a high complete remission rate (CR), durable complete remissions (29–42
months), and long-term disease free survival DFS (47% at 4 years).49 Long-term follow-up
results of 188 patients treated at the National Cancer Institute revealed an 84% CR rate with
66% of complete responders remaining disease free more than 10 years.50 Overall, the 10-year
disease-free survival rate was 54%. MOPP is associated with hematologic toxicity,
neurotoxicity, and gonadal toxicity in men and women.50,51 The development of secondary
myelodysplastia and acute leukemia contributes further to the toxicity profile of this regimen.
52

In order to improve treatment outcomes, Bonadonna et al reported in 1975 results with the
ABVD (doxorubicin, bleomycin, vinblastine, dacarbazine) regimen.53 In the initial report, 60
patients with untreated stage IIB–IVB HL were randomly assigned to 6 cycles of ABVD or
MOPP. Both regimens had similar CR rates and showed absence of cross-resistance. The long-
term follow-up of 232 untreated stage IIB-IIIB patients randomized to 6 cycles of MOPP or
ABVD with radiotherapy given midway have been reported.54 Seven-year FFP and OS were
higher with the ABVD regimen. Gonadal dysfunction and secondary leukemia were reported
with MOPP patients only while there were no significant abnormalities in cardiopulmonary
function with either regimen.
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The next generation of clinical trials incorporated multiple non-cross-resistant agents and then
alternated regimens, sequenced regimens, or integrated multiple drugs into hybrid regimens.
55-57 The Cancer and Leukemia Group B (CALGB) compared MOPP alone, MOPP alternating
with ABVD, and ABVD alone in stage III-IV or relapsed HL patients.58 In this trial, the CR
and 5-year FFS rates were inferior in the MOPP arm though OS was not significantly different
among the three arms. ABVD therapy was clearly as effective as MOPP alternating with
ABVD, and both were superior to MOPP alone; ABVD was also found to be less
myelosuppressive than MOPP.

A randomized trial conducted by the National Cancer Institute of Canada showed that MOPP/
ABV hybrid regimen or MOPP alternating with ABVD had similar 5-year OS and FFS.59 The
hybrid regimen had significantly more febrile neutropenia and stomatitis. A U.S. Intergroup
trial showed that the MOPP/ABV hybrid was as effective as ABVD with equivalent CR rates,
as well as 5-year FFS and OS in patients with advanced HL.60 Again the hybrid regimen was
associated with increased acute toxicity (pulmonary and hematologic) and also an increased
incidence of secondary myelodysplasia and leukemia. Based on these results and favorable
toxicity profile, ABVD was established as the standard regimen for the treatment of advanced
HL.

The German Hodgkin’s Lymphoma Study Group (GHSG) developed a mathematical model
of tumor growth and chemotherapy effects which predicted increased tumor control with
chemotherapy dose escalation and intensification.61 On this basis the BEACOPP regimen was
introduced which involved a shortened treatment duration (24 vs. 32 weeks) and higher dose
intensity than COPP/ABVD by increasing doses of doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide and
adding etoposide.62 In the pilot study, in patients with stage IIB–IV HL the CR rate was 93%
and the FFTF rate was 89% at 40 month median follow-up. The escalated-BEACOPP regimen
involved increased doses of doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, and etoposide with Filgrastim
support.63 In stage IIB–IVA patients, the FFTF rate was 90% at 32 months. There was an
increase in severe hematologic toxicity and four patients developed secondary malignancies.

Results of some recent important randomized trials of chemotherapy in HL are summarized in
Table 5. In the GHSG HD9 study, 1196 patients with unfavorable stage IIB-IV disease were
randomized to COPP-ABVD, BEACOPP, or escalated BEACOPP, followed by radiotherapy
to sites of initial bulky disease and to any residual tumor.64,65 The 5-year FFTF rates for COPP-
ABVD, BEACOPP, and escalated BEACOPP were 69%, 76%, and 87%, respectively while
the 5-year OS rates were 83%, 88%, and 91% respectively. Improvements in survival with
escalated BEACOPP were accompanied by a markedly increased incidence of acute grade 3/4
hematologic toxicity as well as grade 3/4 infections (22%). Recently, updated results at a
median follow-up of 111 months have revealed the persistence of the survival benefit with
escalated BEACOPP.65 The rates of second malignancies do not differ among the 3 regimens
though escalated BEACOPP had a markedly higher rate of secondary leukemias. Results from
the HD2000 Italian trial comparing BEACOPP vs. ABVD vs. COPP-EBV-CAD (CEC)
revealed a superior 5-year progression free survival rate for BEACOPP vs. ABVD (81% vs.
68%) though overall survival was not different.66 Preliminary results from an Italian
randomized study in advanced HL suggest that a BEACOPP vs. ABVD strategy produced
superior PFS (87% vs. 71%) but equivalent OS at 3 years.67 Salvage approaches with ASCT
for both arms contributed to these results and reveal overtreatment in 71% patients who did
not relapse with upfront ABVD. Results from the similarly designed EORTC 20012 trial are
awaited. BEACOPP has improved PFS compared to ABVD but universal acceptance is
hampered by lack of superior OS data as well as an increased incidence of acute and late
toxicities; for example in the HD2000 trial BEACOPP resulted in improved PFS in the IPS
3-7 subset but at the price of 3% treatment-related mortality as well as near-universal infertility .
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The Stanford V regimen was developed to maintain or improve the cure rate seen with earlier
regimens while improving the toxicity profile.68 This shortened 12 week regimen involves
reduced cumulative doses of bleomycin, doxorubicin, and nitrogen mustard with omission of
procarbazine. The protocol relies on post-chemotherapy irradiation for areas of bulky disease
(5 cm or greater at diagnosis) and macroscopic splenic involvement. In a prospective trial, the
5-year FFP was 89% and OS 96% among 142 patients with stage III–IV or locally extensive
mediastinal stage I–II HL.69 The FFP was superior in patients with an IPS 0-2 and no secondary
leukemias or cardiopulmonary toxicity was observed.

In a trial evaluating ABVD, Stanford V, and MOPP-EBV-CAD in 365 patients with stage IIB-
IV HL, the CR and 5-year FFS rates were inferior with the Stanford V regimen with no
significant differences in OS among the three regimens.70 These results may have been
influenced by radiotherapy limitations (2 sites only), delay in start of radiotherapy, and a
reduced number of patients receiving radiotherapy compared to the original report (66% vs.
90%). Results of a second trial comparing Stanford V with ABVD by the United Kingdom
NCRI Lymphoma Group in 520 patients with advanced HL revealed equivalent response rates
as well as 5-year progression-free survival and overall survival rates.71 Stanford V was
associated with less pulmonary toxicity and less G-CSF requirement; however, more severe
non-pulmonary toxicity was seen with the Stanford V regimen. Again, the reduced use of
radiotherapy with Stanford V (73% patients) may have contributed to the results observed in
this trial.

The role of upfront high-dose chemotherapy and ASCT has been prospectively evaluated in
two European studies. 163 unfavorable-risk patients achieving complete or partial remission
were randomized to ASCT or continuing 4 more cycles of doxorubicin-containing
chemotherapy. With a median follow-up of 48 months, the relapse-free and overall survival
rates were not significantly different.72 In another randomized study in poor-risk HL, 65 of
107 patients in complete remission accepted randomization to ASCT vs. continuing hybrid
chemotherapy for 5 more cycles. At a median follow-up of 6 years, the results of this study
showed no significant difference in time to treatment failure among both arms.73

In summary, incremental gains in reduced disease specific mortality from advanced HL have
been made by modification of chemotherapy regimens together with radiotherapy, and
supportive measures. However, these gains have been made at the expense of increased toxicity
and long-term effects. Thus, there remains a need for innovative approaches which complement
or replace current therapies while minimizing toxicity and late effects.

9 Therapeutic Recommendations
9.1. Early Favorable HL

Combined modality therapy with ABVD × 2 cycles followed by 20 Gy IFRT based on the
GHSG HD10 results is the standard approach. ABVD × 2 alone followed by interim PET
restaging and additional 2-4 cycles ABVD is an option with IFRT only in PET-positive patients.
The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines also include Stanford V ×
2 cycles (8 weeks) followed by 30 Gy IFRT as an alternative.

9.2. Early Unfavorable HL
Initial therapy with ABVD × 2 cycles is followed by interim PET restaging. An additional 2
cycles for responding patients is followed by IFRT 30 Gy to areas of bulk disease. Alternatively,
ABVD × 6 cycles alone can be used. The NCCN guidelines also include Stanford V × 3 cycles
(12 weeks) followed by IFRT 30 Gy to areas of bulk disease (> 5 cm) as an alternative.
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9.3. Advanced HL
The primary treatment strategy is ABVD × 4 cycles followed by interim PET restaging and
further ABVD to a total of 6-8 cycles followed by IFRT 30 Gy) to sites of bulky disease. For
patients with an IPS 4-7, escalated BEACOPP (4 cycles) is usually recommended as initial
therapy followed by restaging. Patients with PET-negative status usually receive baseline
BEACOPP for 4 cycles whereas patients with a less than CR continue for 4 more cycles of
escalated BEACOPP. The NCCN guidelines also include Stanford V × 3 cycles (12 weeks)
followed by IFRT 36 Gy to sites of bulky disease (> 5 cm) as an option.

With the widespread integration of PET in clinical practice early interim and post-therapy
response assessment has become more common. Published reports have demonstrated the high
negative predictive value of PET in these settings. Thus the majority of patients with interim
negative PET are likely to have extremely low treatment failure rates and therapy de-escalation
can be considered (e.g. ABVD × 6 cycles total for a patient with advanced HL and a negative
interim PET after ABVD × 2 cycles). Close monitoring and surveillance of patients to detect
early relapses and institution of effective salvage therapy has to be a component of any de-
escalation strategy. It should be stressed that therapeutic de-escalation/escalation strategies are
presently ongoing investigation in multiple randomized trials.

10. Nodular Lymphocyte Predominant HL (LPHL)
NLPHL is a subtype of HL with clinicopathologic features different from classic HL. The
hallmark of NLPHL is the presence of CD20+, CD15−, CD30− lymphocyte predominant (LP)
cells embedded within a vaguely nodular pattern of infiltrating lymphocytes. In comparison to
classic HL, NLPHL has a higher age of onset (30-40 years), a higher incidence in males, a
tendency for peripheral distribution, lack of B symptoms in majority, and mostly early stage
disease.74,75 Standard therapy options include IFRT or regional RT (stages I-IIA), combined
modality therapy (stages I-IIB), or chemotherapy (stages III-IV) followed by RT to residual/
bulk disease. Most reports have evaluated MOPP or ABVD-like regimens in advanced LPHL.
Salvage therapy for relapsed disease typically has involved regimens typically used in classic
HL. Recently, the use of rituximab in the relapsed setting has demonstrated extremely high
and durable responses.

11. Relapsed and Refractory HL
In HL, up to 5-10% patients are refractory to initial therapy and 10-30% will relapse after
achieving initial remission.76 Currently, the standard approach in this setting is the use of
salvage chemotherapy followed by ASCT; radiotherapy may also be utilized in a combined
modality approach. An algorithm for therapy in the relapsed and refractory setting is depicted
in Figure 1.

• Prognostic factors
Duration of remission after initial therapy remains one of the most important prognostic factors;
long-term survival was not reported in patients with primary progressive disease in the updated
National Cancer Institute report.77 The GHSG undertook a retrospective analysis of 422
relapsed patients and developed a prognostic score comprised of 3 factors: time to relapse (≤
or > 12 months), clinical stage at relapse (III/IV), and anemia at relapse.78 In a retrospective
study of 214 patients in first relapse, the presence of extranodal relapse and time to relapse <
12 months was associated with poor 4-year survival while patients with a low-risk relapse in
this model (i.e. no risk factors) enjoyed 93% 4-year overall survival.79 Response to salvage
DHAP chemotherapy, anemia, and duration of initial remission were prognostic factors in a
prospective 102 patient German study.80 A prognostic model including B symptoms,
extranodal disease, and duration of remission < 1 year was reported to predict for outcome
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after salvage ICE chemotherapy and provides a basis for a risk-adapted approach to high-dose
therapy.81

• Salvage chemotherapy regimens
The choice of salvage regimens is determined by the type of prior therapy and repeated use of
initial chemotherapy can be considered for initial remission duration >1 year. As most patients
are currently treated with upfront ABVD, retreatment is limited by cumulative doxorubicin
dosing. Various salvage regimens have been evaluated but no randomized trials are available
to prove the superiority of any particular regimen.

Responsiveness to salvage chemotherapy is a major determinant of outcome after ASCT.82

The majority of regimens are associated with response rates in the 60-80% range with varying
complete response rates (Table 6). Long-term results of ASCT in 195 patients have revealed
that patients who were in complete, partial or unresponsive status at the time of ASCT had 10-
year overall survival rates of 72%, 54%, and 11%, respectively.83 Additionally, the
effectiveness of a salvage regimen must be complemented with a favorable toxicity profile,
especially to avoid toxicity to hematopoietic stem cells in anticipation of ASCT. Ultimately,
the choice of salvage regimen is dependent on a combination of the above factors.

The more commonly used regimens include mini-BEAM, dexa-BEAM, DHAP, ASHAP, ICE,
IGEV, GVD, and GDP. Older regimens such as mini-BEAM, dexa-BEAM, and DHAP are
associated with a significant toxicity profile. The newer gemcitabine-based regimens have the
potential advantages of a more favorable toxicity profile as well as outpatient delivery with
maintained effectiveness. In 65 patients receiving ICE chemotherapy, salvage IFRT prior to
ASCT was associated with in-field relapses in only 3 of 17 patients suggesting a benefit with
consolidative RT.81

• Autologous Stem Cell Transplant
ASCT is now the standard of care for patients with refractory or relapsed HL based on the
results of two randomized trials and multiple large case series with long-term follow-up. In a
small randomized prospective trial, salvage mini-BEAM chemotherapy was compared to
ASCT.84 At 3-years of follow-up, the EFS was markedly superior in the BEAM/ASCT group
(53% vs. 10%). A more recent prospective trial involved 163 patients with relapsed HL who
were randomized to salvage chemotherapy versus ASCT. Patients who had at least a partial
remission after two cycles of Dexa-BEAM received either two more cycles of Dexa-BEAM
or BEAM/ASCT.85 At 3 years of follow-up, the rate of FFTP was superior in the BEAM/ASCT
group (55% vs. 34%). The results of these two studies demonstrate improvement in disease
control with ASCT in the relapsed and refractory HL setting. An OS benefit with ASCT was
not demonstrated in either study, likely reflecting the relatively short follow-up, patient
crossover to receive the ASCT arm, and the relatively responsive nature of relapsed HL to
salvage therapeutic regimens.

Multiple single-arm studies in the relapsed and refractory HL setting have demonstrated that
a salvage approach utilizing ASCT results in long-term PFS and OS rates in the range of 40–
50% and 50–60%, respectively.83,86,87 Patients with chemotherapy refractory disease prior to
ASCT generally have poor outcomes.88,89 A significant proportion of chemotherapy resistant
patients can have significant 5-year survival (33%) with ASCT suggesting a beneficial dose
escalation effect.90 Additional poor prognostic factors that have been reported to be predictive
of inferior outcomes with ASCT include extranodal disease, relapse in multiple sites, poor
performance status, multiple prior relapses, relapse in radiotherapy fields, and presence of B
symptoms.79,86,91
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• Reduced Intensity Conditioning (RIC) Allogeneic SCT
In the setting of post-ASCT relapse, allogeneic SCT has been investigated as salvage therapy
especially with its potential advantage of a graft-versus-lymphoma (GVL) effect.92 Early
studies demonstrated that myelo-ablative allogeneic SCT in relapsed HL was associated with
an unacceptably high rate of transplant related mortality in the 40-50% range.93,94 More
recently, the focus has been to minimize early toxicity with RIC regimens. Published reports
using this approach have demonstrated reduced transplant related mortality and improved
overall survival rates in comparison to myelo-ablative allogeneic SCT.95 RIC allogeneic SCT
has been shown to have superior 4 year median OS in comparison to post-salvage therapy in
a large retrospective analysis.96 Similarly, results using unrelated donors in the setting of RIC
allogeneic SCT have been associated with reduced toxicity but persistent problems with disease
relapse.97 RIC allogeneic SCT is a potential treatment option for the post-ASCT young HL
patient with a suitable donor, either related or unrelated.

• Immunotherapy
In HL, CD30 is expressed on the surface of RS cells and signaling through this receptor is
thought to promote the survival and proliferation of these cells.98,99 Clinical trials of first
generation anti-CD30 monoclonal antibodies in heavily pretreated patients with HL
demonstrated them to be largely well tolerated but with poor anti-tumor activity.100 SGN-30,
a chimeric anti-CD30 product, demonstrated no responses but had a 29% stable disease rate
in a phase II study in heavily pretreated HL.101 In a phase I-II study with MDX-060, a
humanized anti-CD30 antibody, clinical responses as well as stable disease were observed.
102 Severe pulmonary toxicity led to the closure of a study combining SGN-30 with the GVD
regimen.103

In order to improve their therapeutic profile, anti-CD30 antibody constructs with cytotoxics or
radioimmunoconjugates have been developed.100,104 SGN-35, an antibody-drug conjugate
consisting of the tubulin inhibitor monomethyl auristatin E conjugated to the chimeric anti-
CD30 monoclonal antibody SGN-30, has been tested in heavily pretreated HL patients.105 This
conjugate has been generally well tolerated, with 46% response rates (25% complete) in this
phase I study.

Targeting CD20 with the anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody rituximab has been studied in
heavily pretreated patients with classical HL. Rituximab has single-agent activity (22%
response rate) and as well as in combination with gemcitabine (48% response rate).106,107 Even
though CD20 expression is absent on most RS cells in classical HL, CD20+ B cells comprise
much of the microenvironment and rituximab likely exerts its effects through depletion of these
cells. In contrast, in nodular lymphocyte predominant HL (NLPHL), a GHSG study in 14
relapsed refractory patients had a 100% response rate with a median PFS of 33 months.108 The
Stanford group investigated extended dosing rituximab (4 weekly doses every 6 months for 2
years) in untreated and relapsed NLPHL and demonstrated a CR rate of 88% with a median
PFS of 88% at 30 months.109 This responsiveness to anti-CD20 therapy is likely due to the
consistent expression of CD20 by NLPHL variant HRS cells.

Epstein Barr virus (EBV)-positive HL HRS cells express tumor antigens consisting primarily
of the latent membrane protein LMP1 and LMP2 antigens which are targets for adoptive
immunotherapy using EBV-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL).110 EBV-CTL
administered to 14 patients with relapsed EBV+ HL were well tolerated, controlled B
symptoms, and demonstrated significant antitumor activity (5 patients with CR, 1 patient with
PR, and 5 patients with stable disease).
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12 Expert Opinion
The successful integration of two curative therapies- systemic chemotherapy and radiotherapy-
results in cure for the large majority of patients with untreated classical HL and for a significant
number of relapsing or refractory patients (with ASCT). For a disease with such favorable
outcomes, the objective of cure has to be appropriately balanced with that of achieving minimal
long-term toxicity. Mortality due to complications of therapy approaches that of disease-related
mortality in HL; in fact mortality from secondary malignancies and cardiopulmonary events
exceeded that of disease-related mortality in limited stage HL.111,112 Consequently, the choice
of initial therapy should be dictated by integration of up-front prognostic risk assessment,
regimen effectiveness, long-term toxicity, and potential for salvage therapy.

The clinical utility of current prognostic models like the IPS is limited by inability to
discriminate patients with extremely poor prognosis. In aggressive HL, the development of
prognostic systems modeled on the integration of biologic prognostic markers is essential for
more appropriate risk stratification. Tissue biomarkers, such as the detection of increased
infiltrating macrophages in lymph node specimens are associated with B symptoms and worse
outcomes in HL.17,18 The identification of an increased number of CD68+ macrophages was
correlated with shortened HL-specific survival and, in patients with limited-stage HL, the
absence of CD-68+ macrophages correlated with 10-year disease-specific survival of 100%.
19 Persistent elevation of the chemokine CCL17/TARC after completion of treatment has been
associated with poorer survival and could be an important marker for monitoring response to
treatment.35,36 Markers of resistance to apoptosis determined by bcl-2 expression, p53
expression, and bcl-Xl expression have been associated with an unfavorable outcome.21-25

Likewise, prognostic serum biomarkers such as elevated serum IL-2 receptor (CD25) and
sCD30 are associated with poor outcomes and should undergo prospective evaluations for
prognostic impact.26,27,28,31,32

Incremental gains have resulted in the development of very effective chemotherapy regimens
(ABVD, escalated BEACOPP) with a resultant departure from radiotherapy as a mainstay for
limited stage HL and improved outcomes in advanced HL. The focus has consequently shifted
from incremental cure gains to limitation of acute and late toxicity (and consequently
mortality). In this regard, the results of the GHSG HD10 trial provide compelling evidence
that reduced therapy (ABVD × 2 cycles plus IFRT 20 Gy) is as effective as current treatment
approaches in early favorable HL. Likewise, interim results of an Italian randomized study in
advanced HL suggest that a BEACOPP vs. ABVD strategy produced superior PFS but
equivalent OS at three years.67 Salvage approaches with ASCT for both arms contributed to
these results and reveal the overtreatment in the majority of patients in comparison to up-front
ABVD.

One of the most intensive areas of investigation in HL is that of risk-adapted therapy as
determined by interim-PET restaging.113 This strategy involves initial use of standard
chemotherapy followed by interim PET after 2 cycles and subsequent tailoring of therapy based
on results of functional imaging. Interim PET out-performed the IPS in a recent report of 260
patients in a joint Danish-Italian study with specificity and sensitivity at 2 years of 96% and
77%, respectively.11 Likewise, in 311 HL patients treated with BEACOPP on the GHSG HD15
trial, the negative predictive value of interim PET at 1-year follow-up was assessed at 94%.
12 Based on these data, multiple trials are investigating the utility of response-adapted therapy
in all stages of HL.113

Finally, further gains in HL therapy are likely to accrue from development of novel approaches
such as antigen-targeted therapy as well as novel drug delivery systems rather than the
development of newer multi-agent chemotherapy regimens. The development of target-driven
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immunotherapy such as targeting CD30 with SGN-35 (auristatin-linked anti-CD30 antibody)
hold great promise for the future not just for relapsing/refractory patients but potentially for
initial therapy as well.109 The use of adoptive immunotherapy targeting EBV-associated
antigens LMP-1 and LMP-2 with cytotoxic T lymphocytes holds the promise of tailoring
therapy to specific tumor profiles in this subset of patients.110 Delivery of biotoxins
incorporated within liposomes to tumor-associated macrophages is another example of a
potentially more tumor-bioprofile specific approach.114

Article Highlights

• Current risk-adapted therapy relies on staging and prognostic models such as the
International Prognostic Score (IPS)

• PET is valuable in staging, interim response assessment and restaging of HL

• Randomized trials have established ABVD as the preferred regimen in HL

• Combined modality therapy and systemic chemotherapy are the standard of care
in early and advanced HL, respectively.

• Salvage therapy and Autologous Stem Cell Transplant results in long-term survival
in 50-60% patients with relapsed/refractory HL

• Current research emphasis is on use of biomarkers, response-adapted therapy, and
novel immunotherapy approaches.
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Figure 1. Approach to the HL patient with relapsed/refractory HL
Abbreviations: Allo-SCT, allogeneic stem cell transplantation; HDCT/ASCT, high-dose
chemotherapy and autologous stem cell transplant; HL, Hodgkin’s lymphoma; RT,
radiotherapy.
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Table 1

Cotswold Modification of the Ann Arbor Staging for HL

Stage Description

I Involvement of a single lymph node region or lymphoid structure

II Involvement of ≥ two lymph node regions on the same side of the diaphragm

III Involvement of lymph node regions on both sides of the diaphragm

III1 With or without involvement of splenic, hilar, celiac, or portal nodes

III2 With involvement of para-aortic, iliac, and mesenteric nodes

IV Diffuse or disseminated involvement of one or more extranodal organs or tissues,
with or without associated lymph node involvement

A No symptoms

B Fever (temperature, >38°C [100.4°F]), drenching night sweats, unexplained loss of
>10% of body weight within the preceding 6 months

X Bulky disease (a widening of the mediastinum by more than one-third due to
presence of a nodal mass with a maximal dimension greater than 10 cm)

E Involvement of a single extranodal site that is contiguous or proximal to the known
nodal site

CS Clinical stage

PS Pathologic stage
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Table 2

HL Treatment Group Stratifications in Current Use by Cooperative Groups

Treatment
Group

EORTC/ GELA GHSG NCIC/ECOG

Early-stage
Favorable

Stage I-II, No risk factors
(supradiaphragmatic)

Stage I-II, No risk factors Favorable Stage I-II
(No risk factors)

Early-stage
Unfavorable

Stage I-II, ≥1 risk factors
(supradiaphragmatic)

Stage I,IIA & ≥ 1 risk
factors; Stage IIB with C/D
& without A/B

Unfavorable Stage I-II (≥ 1
risk factor)

Advanced
Stage

Stages III-IV Stage IIB with A/B;
Stage Stages III-IV

Stages I-II, bulky or intra-
abdominal sites; Stages III-
IV

Risk
Factors

A: large mediastinal mass
B: age ≥ 50 years
C: elevated ESR
D: > 4 involved regions

A: large mediastinal mass
B: extranodal disease
C: elevated ESR
D: ≥ 3 involved areas

A: age ≥ 40 years
B: not LPHL or NS
 histology
C: ESR ≥ 50 mm/hr
D: ≥ involved nodal
 regions
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Table 3

Freedom from Progression (FFP) and Overall Survival (OS) in the IPS according to Individual and Grouped
factors.

Prognostic Score 5- year FFP 5-year OS

Individual

0 84 89

1 77 90

2 67 81

3 60 78

4 51 61

≥ 5 42 56

Grouped

0 or 1 79 90

0-2 74 86

0-3 70 83

≥ 4 47 59
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Table 4

Results of major recent randomized comnibed modality trials in Early HL.

Regimen Patients CR (%) FFP (%) OS (%)

GHSG HD7 Trial

EFRT 311 95 67 92

ABVD × 2/EFRT 316 94 88* 94

GHSG HD8 Trial

COPP-ABVD × 4/EFRT 532 98 86 91

COPP-ABVD × 4/IFRT 532 97 84 92

EORTC-GELA H8U Trial

MOPP-ABV × 6/IFRT 336 83 82 88

MOPP-ABV × 4/IFRT 333 85 80 85

MOPP-ABV × 4/STNI 327 86 80 84

EORTC-GELA H8F Trial

MOPP-ABV × 3/IFRT 270 93 93** 97**

STNI 272 95 68 92

GHSG HD10 Trial

ABVD × 4 433 97 93 97.1

ABVD × 2 414 97 91 96.6

IFRT 30 Gy 218 97 94 97.6

IFRT 20 Gy 215 97 93 97.5

NCIC-ECOG Trial

ABVD 196 - 87 94

ABVD/STNI 203 - 93*** 96

*
FFP significantly superior with ABVD/EFRT vs. EFRT

**
FFP and OS significantly superior with MOPP-ABV/IFRT vs. STNI

***
FFP significantly superior with ABVD/STNI vs. ABVD alone
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Table 5

Results of major recent randomized chemotherapy trials in Advanced HL.

Regimen Patients CR (%) FFS (%) OS (%)

GHSG HD9 Trial

COPP/ABVD 260 85 69 83

BEACOPP 469 88 76 88

Esc-BEACOPP 466 96 87 91*

GISL HD2000 Trial

ABVD 103 84 68 84

CEC 102 83 78 91

BEACOPP 102 91 81** 92

IIL Trial

ABVD 122 89 78 90

MOPPEBVCAD 106 94 81 89

Stanford V 107 76 54 82

UK NCRI Trial

ABVD 261 67 74 90

Stanford V 259 67 76 92

*
OS significantly improved with Esc-BEACOPP vs. COPP-ABVD

**
FFS significantly improved with BEACOPP vs. ABVD
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Table 6

Salvage chemotherapy regimens commonly utilized in Relapsed & Refractory HL.

Regimen Patients (n)
Overall Response

Rate (%)
Complete Response

rate (%)

Dexa-BEAM 115 55 60 29

Mini-BEAM 116 55 84 51

ASHAP 117 56 70 34

DHAP 77 102 89 21

ICE 81 65 85 26

IGEV 118 91 81 54

GVD 119 91 70 19

GDP 120 34 62 10
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